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The University of  Dayton’s 
Bachelors-Plus-Master’s program 
recently announced changes to 
the five-year program including a 
tuition discount starting January 
2012.  
BPM allows students to spend a 
fifth year at UD to earn their mas-
ter’s degree in addition to their 
bachelor’s, according to Paul Van-
derburgh, associate provost and 
dean of  graduate, professional, 
and continuing education. 
Vanderburgh said the program 
discount will apply to current un-
dergraduate students looking to 
spend a fifth year at UD. 
The discount will be equal to 
half  of  the undergraduate tuition 
rate per credit hour for graduate 
courses, according to Vander-
burgh. This means that students 
will spend $505 per credit hour in-
stead of  rates that used to range 
from $531 to $825, depending on 
the program. 
This results in up to a 39 per-
cent reduction in graduate tuition 
for students. 
Vanderburgh said after the 
changes to the BPM, participat-
ing students will pay less for their 
fifth year of  college than for their 
fourth. 
“We took an existing program 
but we added some [office of  the] 
A University of  Dayton alumna 
has enjoyed recent success with 
her barbecue restaurant, which 
she opened after deciding Wall 
Street wasn’t her thing. 
Lea Richards, who graduated 
from UD in 2009, later opened a 
barbecue restaurant on 2571 Tim-
ber Lane in Dayton, according to 
a Dayton Daily News article pub-
lished Sept. 16. 
Richards said she earned a fi-
nance degree from UD and then 
obtained a Wall Street job in New 
York City. But Richards said the 
Big Apple wasn’t all that it was 
cracked up to be. She said she dis-
liked the job and soon returned 
home to her home city of  Dayton 
later in 2009 to “figure out the next 
step” in her life. 
She then returned to her home-
town of  Dayton before opening 
the Pig of  the Month catering res-
taurant in the beginning of  2010. 
Richards said the idea to open a 
restaurant came from her father’s 
affinity for barbecue.  
Dayton Daily News reported the 
restaurant’s sales had a 400 per-
cent increase from August 2010 to 
August 2011.
Although Richards said she has 
had a lot of  ups and downs with 
her career from New York back to 
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Rachel Krabacher, center, a redshirt junior outside hitter for the University of Dayton volleyball team, serves against Wright State University, Tuesday, Oct. 18, at the Frericks Center. 
The Flyers swept the Raiders 3-0 for the team’s 11th consecutive victory. MICKEY SHUEY/LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER  
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FILM SERIES
Attend a free showing of 
“Beginners” at 9 p.m. in 
ArtStreet Studio B. The 
film is about the main 
character’s examina-
tion of the honesty of 
his relationships after 
his 75-year-old father 
announces he is gay. 
For more information, 
contact ArtStreet at 
937-229-5101.
SATURDAY
KARAOKE NIGHT
Students are welcome  
to attend a karaoke 
night from 9 to 11 p.m. 
at the ArtStreet Café. 
The event features thou-
sands of song choices. 
For more information, 
contact ArtStreet at 
937-229-5101.
OCT.
21
FRIDAY
SLASHER
Check out the UD the-
ater program show at 8 
p.m. Friday in Boll The-
atre. Tickets are avail-
able for $7 for staff and 
students and $12 for the 
general public. There will 
also be performances at 
8 p.m. Saturday and at 
7 p.m. Sunday. For more 
information, contact the 
UD Box Office at 937-
229-2545.
MONDAY
SUSTAINABILITY 
WEEK MOVIE
Beta Beta Beta and the 
Geology Honors So-
ciety are sponsoring a 
showing of “DIRT! The 
Movie” at 6 p.m. Mon-
day. The screening will 
take place in ArtStreet 
Studio B. Snacks will 
be provided. For more 
information, contact 
ArtStreet at 937-229-
5101.
OCT.
24
The University of  Dayton Pi 
Beta Phi chapter sponsored a 
Campus Kisses for Troops event 
Wednesday, Oct. 19, inside and 
outside Kennedy Union. 
The event was sponsored by 
the magazine Cosmopolitan, Sev-
enteen Magazine and the makeup 
company Maybelline New York in 
order to raise money for the Unit-
ed Service Organization, accord-
ing to an event flier. 
According to the website www.
uso.org, the USO attempts to boost 
the spirits of  America’s armed 
forces and their families by pro-
viding a touch of  home to troops 
wherever they serve. 
Pi Beta Phi members said the 
event featured contributions from 
each of  the involved companies.
“The event is free and there will 
be food, candy, music, Cosmopoli-
tan and Seventeen magazines and 
Maybelline NY products and cou-
pons,” said Caroline Cheesman, a 
senior marketing major and chap-
ter president, before the event.  
Attendees received a compli-
mentary lip color application 
from a Maybelline makeup artist, 
then kissed a postcard and wrote 
support messages to the troops. 
For every postcard kissed, Cos-
mopolitan and Maybelline plans 
to donate $1 to the USO. All of  
the postcards will be collected to 
be sent to the troops around New 
Year’s Eve. 
“Even though the event doesn’t 
directly tie in with Pi Phi’s normal 
philanthropy, fighting illiteracy, 
it is a great way to branch out a 
little bit,” Cheesman said. “We’re 
honored our chapter is associated 
with such a worthy event.” 
The Pi Beta Phi chapter that 
sends in the most kissed postcards 
wins $1,000 towards their national 
philanthropy, according to the 
event flier.  
Cosmopolitan requested in late 
September that UD’s Pi Beta Phi 
chapter organize the event. The 
UD group was among a list of  15 
nominated chapters from 135 col-
leges in the region to hold the 
event, according to an email sent 
to the UD chapter before the event. 
 “Since we only had a month to 
plan the event, we had to organize 
it quickly,” Cheesman said. “We 
worked really hard in order to do 
the event justice.”
Cosmopolitan gave Pi Beta Phi 
the option to do the event exclu-
sively within its chapter, but it 
wanted to expand the event to all 
UD students since so many have 
ties to our troops, she said. 
 “We hope to promote Pi Phi 
in the UD community while also 
helping a worthy cause,” Chees-
man said.  
This was the UD chapter’s first 
year of  hosting the event. Campus 
Kisses for Troops was created by 
Cosmopolitan three years ago. 
The event gave students a way 
to support the troops when it isn’t 
always easy to find a way to do so 
on campus, said Maggie Herman-
son, a senior middle childhood 
education major and chapter vice 
president of  event planning.
She said students from sorori-
ties and fraternities, and non-
Greek students participated in the 
event.  
“It brought everyone together 
for a common goal,” she said.
Sorority brings joy to troops with kissed postcards
NATALIE KIMMEL 
Staff Writer
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registrar rules and a financial 
aid piece that makes it attractive 
and doable,” Vanderburgh said. 
Another benefit of  this pro-
gram includes streamlined accep-
tance, which allows students to 
enter the program without apply-
ing to the graduate school or tak-
ing the Graduate Record Exami-
nation, said Vanderburgh. This 
should make it easier for students 
to enter the program, Vander-
burgh said. He also said that up 
to six credit hours may be applied 
to satisfy both master’s and bach-
elor’s credit requirements. This 
will allow students to take fewer 
credit hours in their fifth year, he 
said.
Joe Piechota said he will gradu-
ate with an MBA this school year 
to add to his undergraduate de-
gree in engineering. He had not 
yet heard of  the discount, but said 
he found it to be an attractive deal. 
Piechota said one benefit of  the 
change is that it will ease the bur-
den of  student loans. 
“The program has been great 
and I think that the discount will 
allow students with financial 
needs to take advantage of  it,” he 
said. 
A number of  BPM programs 
have already been approved in the 
College of  Arts and Sciences, the 
School of  Business Administra-
tion and the School of  Engineer-
ing, according to Vanderburgh. 
Vanderburgh said more pro-
grams will be announced in the 
future and that students who are 
interested in a five-year program, 
but do not see it on the current 
list, should contact their advisers 
and see if  it can be approved. 
Vanderburgh said the idea of  
entering a five-year program that 
does not necessarily correspond 
to an undergraduate degree is an 
option that students should con-
sider as well.
Piechota said a lot of  people, 
including his parents, encouraged 
him to earn an MBA to comple-
ment his engineering degree. 
Both Piechota and Vander-
burgh said they hope all the new 
changes and options will encour-
age students to consider the pro-
gram. 
“What we are really interested 
in doing is attracting our top stu-
dents because if  we can retain our 
best undergraduate students, we 
will then have some really great 
graduate students,” Vanderburgh 
said. “We see it as a win-win for 
students and the university.”
Colin McGrath, a junior entre-
preneurship and economics major 
and neighborhood fellow, said he is 
encouraging his Lowes Street resi-
dents to participate in a grassroots 
movement to improve safety in the 
student neighborhood.  
He said the efforts are in reac-
tion to recent campus assaults. 
Three University of  Dayton stu-
dents were hospitalized Sept. 4 
around 1:15 a.m. after three sepa-
rate assaults on the 400-blocks of  
Lowes and Kiefaber streets, accord-
ing to a Flyer News article pub-
lished Sept. 11. 
Then on Sept. 18, a UD alumnus 
was stabbed on the 200-block of  
Lowes Street by a 16-year-old from 
Centerville, Ohio, according to a 
Flyer News article published Sept. 
27. 
McGrath said he started the 
neighborhood watch initiative 
hours after the Sept. 4 incidents. 
He said he went door-to-door to 
speak with his residents about es-
sential safety precautions as his 
first step in implementing the pro-
gram.
“It’s very basic – if  you see some-
thing, don’t hesitate to contact Pub-
lic Safety,” McGrath said. “The big 
problem I have is that those kids 
were assaulted on three different 
places on campus and walked back 
to Marycrest bloodied and battered 
with black eyes, and no one both-
ered to call.”
McGrath said that some resi-
dents told him they had seen the 
suspects in the neighborhood be-
fore the assaults, but never report-
ed anything to him or Public Safety. 
McGrath said the initiative is 
called Campus Community Watch. 
He said it includes locking doors, 
being aware of  one’s surroundings, 
walking home in pairs and protect-
ing not only yourself, but also your 
neighbors. He said it is something 
he started to address campus crime 
among his residents, and not as an 
official program. 
“I want to emphasize this is 
nothing novel, it’s nothing official-
ly sponsored by Residence Life – it 
just puts a name to an action we 
should already be doing,” he said. 
Caitlin Cipolla-McCulloch, a se-
nior biology and religious studies 
major and neighborhood fellow for 
Evanston Avenue, is also involved 
in the initiative.
“I think since people tend to 
gather in large groups in the neigh-
borhood on the weekend, there’s 
a lack of  bystander intervention, 
and that’s something we’re work-
ing on,” Cipolla-McCulloch said. 
“We’re also trying to encourage 
folks to meet their neighbors and 
know who they are so if  something 
isn’t right with them, you can talk 
to them or talk to other people. We 
all have to take ownership and do 
this.” 
Cipolla-McCulloch said she vis-
ited her residents to discuss the 
September assaults within days of  
the incidents.  
McGrath also said neighborhood 
residents can call their respective 
fellow if  they need assistance, and 
there are always two fellows on 
duty on Thursday, Friday and Sat-
urday nights. 
For more information on how to 
contact a neighborhood fellow, con-
tact Housing and Residence Life at 
937-229-3317.  
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Crime watch initiative responds to recent assaults
SARA DORN
Chief News Writer 
Colin McGrath, left, a junior entrepreneurship and economics major, poses with an informal neighborhood watch group, Monday, Oct. 
18, at 112 Lawnview Ave. McGrath started the group as a result of recent assaults on UD’s campus. MOLLY GEIB/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER  
2011 Model Year-End Sale
The all-new 2011 Jetta. $2,000 off MSRP. Discount available on in-stock 2011 Jetta Sedans. TDI excluded. Cannot combine with other offers.
White Allen Volkswagen
648 N. Springboro Pike
Dayton, OH 45449
www.WhiteAllenVW.com
(937) 291-6000
White Allen Volkswagen
648 N. Springboro Pike
Dayton, OH 45449
www.WhiteAllenVW.com
(937) 291-6000
The all-new 2011 Jetta.
$179 per mo. / 36 months1 $2,199 due at signing (excluding title, taxes,options, and dealer fees). Oer ends9/30/2011
For all lease oers:  Lessee responsible for damage, excess wear and insurance. Exclude taxes, title, options and dealer
fees.  On approved credit through primary lender.  Supplies limited. Photos for illustration only. 12011 Jetta S with manual
transmission, MSRP $17,265. Monthly payments total $6,444. Dealer contribution of $500.  Purchase option at lease end
$9,845.75.  $.20/mile over 36,000 miles. 22011 GTI 2-Door with manual transmission, MSRP $24,465. Monthly payments
total $10,044. Dealer contribution of $1,450.  Purchase option at lease end $13,561.10.  $.20/mile over 36,000 miles. 3APR
on EOS Komfort  models  only  through 9/30/11.  42012 CC Sport  with automatic  transmission,  MSRP $30,435.  Monthly
payments total $10,404. Dealer contribution of $1,800.  Purchase option at lease end $17,393.60.  $.25/mile over 30,000
miles. 52011 Golf 2-Door with manual transmission, MSRP $18,765. Monthly payments total $7,524. Dealer contribution of
$700.  Purchase option at lease end $9,732.50.  $.20/mile over 36,000 miles.  ©2010 Volkswagen of America, Inc.
Buy at invoice PLUS 1.9% APR
for 60 mos.
Offer ends 10/31/11.  
 
 
Any 2011 TDI
0% APR3
Oer ends 9/30/11.
2012 Eos
Lease for $289 per mo./36 mos.4
$2,999 due at signing (excluding title, taxes,
options, and dealer fees). Oer ends  9/30/11.
2012 CC
Sale Price $20,595
Save $1,715 off MSRP of $22,310
STK #46811  
 
 
2011 Golf
2.5L 4 Door
Imagine yourself in a Volkswagen right
now.
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Three members of  the Dayton 
music scene shared their love for 
live music with the University of  
Dayton community Monday, Oct. 
17, at the Sears Recital Hall.
The event, titled “What’s Hap-
pening in the Dayton Music 
Scene,” was run by Bryan Bar-
dine, a professor who teaches an 
English 114 course called Heavy 
Metal Music: It’s History and Cul-
ture. 
The focus of  the discussion was 
to boost live music as an enter-
tainment option in the midst of  
its loss of  popularity due to the 
Internet. 
“[The Internet is] a great way to 
find new music, but nothing com-
pares to seeing music in your own 
city and getting to talk to perform-
ers afterward, and you can do that 
in so many places in our city,” 
Bardine said.
Juliet Fromholt, a reporter 
and disc jockey for 91.3 WYSO, 
Dayton’s National Public Radio 
station, and music editor for Day-
tonMostMetro.com, a local online 
magazine, said people should at-
tend live music events in Dayton. 
Mick Montgomery, a musician 
and owner of  Canal Street Tavern, 
a local bar with a live music stage, 
was one of  the three speakers. 
He said live performances offer 
a music experience that cannot be 
substituted. 
 “The whole idea of  live con-
certs [is] you can’t get it through 
earbuds,” he said. “It’s got to hit 
you in the face. There’s nothing 
like it. And you can’t get it from 
records. You have to get it from 
a live show. That’s when that art 
form is really, really exciting.”
Jerry Gillotti, owner of  Gilly’s 
Jazz, a club on Jefferson Street 
downtown and a UD alumnus, said 
he opened his business because of  
experiences in college. 
 “I used to study until about 11 
to 11:30 p.m.,” he said. “Then I’d 
go out to some of  the clubs and 
hear some of  the jazz groups.”
Canal Street Tavern and Gilly’s 
have attracted many national acts 
over the years, according to Mont-
gomery and Gillotti.
UD students who attended the 
event said they enjoyed the event. 
“I thought that Monday night’s 
dialogue was very informative 
concerning local music in Day-
ton,” said Jon Tobias, a freshman 
mechanical engineering major. “I 
had no idea about the amount of  
big-name artists that have played 
in local smaller settings.”
Nicole Vance, a freshman music 
therapy major, said she learned a 
lot about the Dayton music scene 
at the event even though she is a 
Dayton native. 
Montgomery said Canal Street 
Tavern has featured artists such 
as Phish, a rock band, and Allison 
Krauss, a bluegrass singer. 
Gillotti said Gilly’s has hosted 
many big names in jazz and blues 
over the years, including Bill Ev-
ans, Stan Getz, Tony Bennett, Sa-
voy Brown, Stevie Ray Vaughn 
and Buddy Guy.
“I remember one night we had 
[blues singer] John Lee Hooker 
in the club,” Gillotti said. “And 
a local actor from Dayton named 
Martin Sheen was in town staying 
at the Crown Plaza Hotel. He came 
in for a few minutes and he stood 
there and said, ‘There’s some-
thing happening up there on that 
stage. Something is happening. 
I don’t know what it is, but I can 
feel it. I have no idea what it is, but 
I can feel it.’”
Bardine also described his feel-
ings and experiences from the 
shows he has attended at the dia-
logue. 
“You just feel like you’re 
wrapped up in this amazing place, 
and the community there was 
great too,” Bardine said.
Montgomery said his favorite 
part of  owning a club is seeing the 
audience experience the live envi-
ronment.
“They [the audience] walk out 
of  the place having this great ex-
perience, with three feet off  the 
floor, and they realize why art of  
any kind is something that makes 
your life better,” he said. “Obvi-
ously, the more you learn how to 
enjoy and appreciate good art and 
good music, the more you have in 
your life to enjoy.”
JUSTIN GUINN
Copy Editor 
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Discussion addresses importance of live local music
Juliet Fromholt, left, from 91.3 WYSO and DaytonMostMetro.com, and Mick Montgomery, right, owner of Canal Street Tavern, discuss the importance of live local music, Monday, 
Oct. 16, in Sears Recital Hall. KEVIN LONGACRE/ASST. PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR  
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Houses For Rent Fall 2012: 416 Lowes 6 
tenants, 10 Lawnview 5 tenants, 239
Stonemill 5 tenants, 144 Evanston 5 tenants,
140 Evanston 5 tenants, 1437-1439 Frericks 
10 tenants, 29 Woodland 5 tenants, 31 
Woodland 3 tenants, 33 Woodland 5 tenants.
Go to UDGhetto.com for information.
WANT YOUR OWN ROOM? Rubicon/Stewart
Apartments for 1 to 5 persons, most with
single rooms. $100 gift card to all tenants
who sign a lease before October 31.
www.udhousing.com or call
YES-4UD-1411
The Grand Victorian Rose, providing first class
housing. Bedrooms $750/month. Includes 
utilities, cable, and wifi. Amenities include 
workout room, laundry, fully stocked kitchen.
Contact Rob 937-604-6340
Leo’s Quality Student Housing The 
Original! Behind Panera Bread secure 
your housing for next year furnished. 
Some homes with leather living room
sets, Maytag washer/dryer. Some homes
with marble bathrooms, off street parking,
first class. Check out website leosrentals.
com or call 937-456-7743 or cell 
937-371-1046. Availability 3-5 students
65, 63, 57, 49, 29, 38, 40, 50 Jasper St. 119
Fairground, 48, 50 Woodland, 42, 46
Frank St. To make your stay comfortable
and a very enjoyable school year. 
DELUX GHETTO HOUSING FOR 2012/2013
SCHOOL YEAR IN BEST LOCATION. Five
person/3 bedroom, nicely furnished
apartment. Go to www.udghettohousing.com,
then hit 456C Lowes. Send inquiry from 
website. 
For rent 3bed room house, washer & dryer,
off street parking, AC, partially furnished,
810 E. Stewart St. $1500 per student per
semester. 937-369-3340
HELP WANTED
MEET NEW friends working with our young, 
fun staff at Figlio Italian Bistro located
minutes from campus in Kettering. Now 
hiring line cooks, bussers, and dishers.
Flexible schedule around your school needs.
Part-time. No experience necessary, willing
to train.  Apply in person at 424 E. Stroop
Road in Town and Country Shopping Center.
Part-time position available immediately in
Kettering non-profit organization to work in 
the After-School Program with elementary
school-aged children during this academic
school year. Approximate hours are Monday
through Thursday from 2:30 to 6:00 PM. Also
needed, van driver. Must be 28 years+ and 
have an excellent driving record. Interested
applicants call Debbie Spiegel 
at (937) 395-0333.
Miscellaneous
CANVASAR/SALES NEEDED
$300.00 PER SIGNED CONTRACT 
IF INTERESTED. 
CALL 937-409-6500 FOR MORE INFO
Don’t miss your chance to
advertise in the FN!!
CONTACT US TODAY!
advertising@flyernews.com
937-229-3813
Classifieds Flyer News reserves the right to reject, alter or omit advertisements. Advertisements must conform to the policies of Flyer News. For a review of these policies, contact the Flyer News business office. Business Office: 937.229.3813; Fax: 937.229.3893; Email: advertising@flyernews.com; Website:  www.flyernews.com/advertising.
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Challenge Level: Easy
Source: WebSudoku.com
Dayton, she still felt equipped 
for the working world. Richards 
said she partially credits this sense 
of  readiness to her alma mater. 
She said some of  her professors 
had a teaching style which includ-
ed tips for a successful career path. 
Richards said she remembers an 
art history teacher, who she was 
unable to name, who taught her 
self-motivation in particular. 
John Rapp, chair of  the econom-
ics and finance department, said 
Richards’ success is reflective of  
her UD education. 
Rapp said he also was the de-
partment chair when Richards 
was a senior in 2009. Although 
Rapp said he didn’t recall Rich-
ards, it was no surprise to him that 
the department provided her with 
beneficial learning skills. 
“There is close interaction be-
tween faculty and students, but 
many UD departments also have 
that characteristic,” he said. “Also 
like many UD departments, we fo-
cus on excellence in teaching and 
that too ensures that people like 
Lea can find various career paths.” 
Pig of  the Month offers ribs, 
pulled pork, barbecue sauces, des-
serts and online custom orders for 
delivery, according to its website. 
For more information, visit 
www.pigofthemonth.com or call 
866-416-9190.
BARBECUE
(cont. from p. 1) 
Students participate in a workshop with the Dayton Contemporary Dance Company, Tuesday, Oct. 19, in the McGinnis Center. EMILY 
WILHELM/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER  
FLYER NEWS CORRECTION:
In Issue 11, the Sports section incorrectly attributed a photograph 
in the story, “UD completes weekend sweep for first winning 
streak of season.” The photo was credited to Lead Photographer 
Mickey Shuey, but was taken by Asst. Photography Editor Kevin 
Longacre. Flyer News sincerely apologizes for this error.
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KELSEY BIGGAR
Staff Writer
Roommates: Top row: Fifth-years Justin Griffis, Devon Langhorst, Nate 
Miller and Eric Robbe. Front row: Fifth-years Charles Vasey and Alex 
Johnston. CAITLIN MURRAY/PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR
House Specs: Four bedrooms, two bathrooms, one of which is “giant” because 
it’s handicap accessible, living room, kitchen, washer and dryer, and a porch 
with steps and a handicap accessible ramp. Also, a hole in the kitchen wall, a 
railing to hang Christmas stockings and American flags in every room.
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Flyer News: How long have you all 
lived together?
Justin Griffis: This is our first 
year together, but we’ve known 
each other since freshman year. 
We lived next door to each other 
last year. 
Devon Langhorst: He [Justin] 
and I lived together; these guys 
[Nate, Charlie, Alex and Eric] lived 
next door basically.
FN: Are there any activities you do 
together as a house?
JG: We watch a lot of  movies.
Alex Johnston: Guitar sessions. 
We all play instruments on the 
porch, at least we try to.
JG: We have a band called The Late 
Night Troubadours. Keyboards 
and guitars.
DL: We usually play at like, 3 a.m. 
on Saturdays.
JG: Porch sitting, people watching.
FN: How, when and why did you 
start the house band?
Charles Vasey: Out of  boredom?
DL: Alex and I stayed here in the 
summer time and played guitar. 
We didn’t really have a whole lot 
going on, we just kind of  put stuff  
together.
JG: We all came here to football 
camp in August, and Charlie 
learned the keyboard, apparently. 
I’ve always sang in the shower, so 
I’m just lead vocals.
AJ: We have one song, ‘Wagon 
Wheel,’ [by the band Old Crow 
Medicine Show].
FN: Anything on your bucket 
list or anything you want to 
accomplish before you graduate?
JG: This house was one thing.
DL: A real live band in our house, 
not The Troubadours.
Nate Miller: We want to go to the 
Oregon District. We haven’t been 
there yet.
FN: Anything around campus or 
like sporting events you want to 
go to?
All: I think we’ve pretty much 
done it all, seen it all.
FN: What’s the most epic or 
strangest thing that’s happened in 
this house?
NM: You want to see the hole in 
the wall? 
AJ: Show them the hole in the 
wall.
JG: Somebody punched a hole 
in the wall, and somebody else 
decided to put the football helmet 
on and put their head through it 
[the hole].
AJ: People just keep putting their 
head through it. It keeps getting 
bigger every Saturday. Soon 
there’s not going to be a wall there.
FN: So what are you going to do 
when you have to move out and 
there’s still a huge hole in the wall?
JG: Have Housing come fix it.
CV: Put up posters in front of  it.
FN: Any perks about this house or 
things you like the best or least?
NM: We like this railing right 
here. I think it’s going to be fun 
for Christmas time. We’re going 
to come downstairs and act all 
excited and hang stockings.
CV: It’s [the railing’s] great. It 
really adds to the house. The 
amount of  space that we have.
JG: Location. A lot of  people 
know ‘The Castle,’ [the house’s 
nickname] even though we call 
it ‘The Rock.’ We changed it. We 
tried to go hardcore this year. You 
notice the shoes outside on the 
telephone wire? That was us.
FN: If  you could pick one person 
in this house to be stranded on a 
desert island with, who would you 
take and why?
NM: [Eric] Robbe because he 
wouldn’t take anyone’s food.
DL: I’d take Justin because he’s 
hilarious. He’s like instant and 
infinite entertainment.
AJ: I’d take Nate because he would 
do whatever I told him to do.
CV: I’d take Alex because he 
knows how to live like back when 
our ancestors used to. He’s an 
expert.
JG: I’d take Devon because I’ve 
known him the longest.
DL: We went to kindergarten 
together.
JG: The last person I would take 
would be Nate because he would 
freak out.
AJ: Nate has anxiety.
NM: Yeah, I don’t want to be stuck 
on a desert island. Maybe if  it was 
an island beach.
FN: If  you could describe 
yourselves and your house to a 
stranger, what things would you 
highlight?
AJ: Our patriotism. We have flags 
in every room.
NM: Our rocks outside 
complemented by our bowtie flag. 
We had that bad wind and it flipped 
the flag over like a bowtie.
Have you 
noticed that 
e v e r y t h i n g 
has suddenly 
turned pink? 
Well, that’s 
b e c a u s e 
October is 
N a t i o n a l 
Breast Cancer 
Awareness Month. Organizations 
from the NFL to the local fire station 
sport the feminine hue in honor of  
the disease that affects about one in 
every eight women, according to the 
U.S. government’s National Cancer 
Institute.
This is a powerful statistic and 
chances are you know of  someone 
who has already been affected by 
breast cancer. Even young college 
women are at risk of  suffering from 
the disease. With a recent rise in 
available statistics, women in their 
20s are finding that they, too, can be 
susceptible.
What can we do about it? 
Surprisingly, there are a lot of  little 
adjustments women can make in 
their lives that have been linked to a 
lower probability of  being diagnosed 
with breast cancer.
Ask about your family history
Do you have any relatives who 
have battled or are currently battling 
breast cancer? If  so, you may run a 
higher risk of  inheriting the disease. 
In this case, you will want to talk 
with your doctor about your family 
history and schedule a mammogram 
earlier than you would normally.
An easy way to document your 
family’s history with breast cancer 
is to visit the U.S. Department of  
Health and Human Services website 
at www.hhs.gov/familyhistory and 
click on the “My Family Health 
Portrait” Web tool. You can then 
email the link to your loved ones and 
find out what health-related issues 
run in the family. 
Get your vitamin D
Vitamin D is typically found in 
fish, egg yolks and milk. It appears 
to aid the growth of  normal breast 
cells while preventing the growth 
of  harmful cells, according to 
Dr. Marisa Weiss, oncologist and 
founder and president of  www.
breastcancer.org. The sun is also 
a great source of  vitamin D, but be 
sure not to overexpose yourself  to 
the sun because that causes cancer 
too. 
 
Drink green tea
It can be as simple as that. If  you 
strive to drink about three glasses a 
day, you could reduce your risk of  
getting breast cancer too, according 
to www.breastcancer.org. Green tea 
has a high epigallocatechin gallate, 
or EGCG, an antioxidant which helps 
to prevent cancer cells from growing.
Another trick: Add a squeeze of  
lemon to your cup to increase the 
antioxidant level by about 10 percent.
Eat takeout off real plates
Many plastic food containers 
have high levels of  Bisphenol A, 
commonly known as BPA, which is 
a synthetic estrogen that is highly 
linked to cancer, according to Weiss. 
When you eat from these containers, 
you are running the risk of  
consuming the cancer-causing agent. 
Do yourself  a favor and transfer your 
takeout to a ceramic plate.
Also, invest in a reusable, BPA-
free water bottle to avoid consuming 
the toxins that are often found in the 
plastic water bottles purchased from 
the store. If  you can taste the plastic, 
you are probably drinking it.
Get moving for at least 30 minutes 
a day  
The American Cancer Society 
recommends at least 30 minutes 
of  moderate or vigorous aerobic 
exercise five or more times a week 
to reduce the risk of  cancer. Regular 
cardio workouts lower estrogen, 
testosterone and insulin levels, 
which are associated with a high risk 
for cancer when too much of  these 
hormones are present in the body. 
It’s never too late to take up 
that spinning class at the RecPlex 
or to rent a bike and ride through 
Oakwood. You can also download 
the MapMyRun application to your 
smartphone to track how far you’ve 
gone and to calculate the calories 
you’re burning.
Don’t top off your gas tank
It won’t do you much good to 
squeeze out that very last bit of  gas 
into your tank. It can cause toxic 
fumes, like benzene, to pollute the 
air. These fumes have been found to 
increase the chances of  cancer cell 
growth, said Weiss in the October 
2011 issue of  SELF Magazine, 
a women’s health and fitness 
publication. Stop pumping as soon 
as you hear the nozzle click and you 
won’t risk releasing these cancer-
causing toxins. 
RILEY 
QUINN 
Staff Writer
Breast cancer prevention 
tips keep women safe
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New course in Latino studies offered in spring
University of  Dayton students 
will have the opportunity to enroll 
in a new combination course in 
Latino studies for the first time 
beginning in the spring semester 
2012.
This jointly-taught course will 
offer students a chance to “learn 
more about Latina/o histories, 
cultures, and experiences, while 
also appreciating the ways in 
which philosophical, literary, 
and writing studies feed into 
one another,” said Tereza 
Szeghi, assistant professor in 
the departments of  English and 
women’s and gender studies, in an 
email to Flyer News.
Szeghi said the introductory 
course was created in collaboration 
with Ernesto Velasquez, assistant 
professor in the department of  
philosophy. Szeghi said Velasquez 
first approached her about the 
course idea.
Because the course is a 
combination of  Philosophy 
103 and English 103, both 
courses must be enrolled for 
simultaneously, according to the 
course description on Porches. 
Szeghi said interested students 
should register for Philosophy 103-
19, Introduction to Afro-Latina/o 
& Latin American Philosophy, and 
English 103-42, Reading, Writing, 
and Researching Latina/o 
Experiences.
Velasquez said the course will 
look at issues such as identity, 
gender, religion, the environment 
and other political topics from a 
range of  Afro-Latino and Latin 
American viewpoints. Velasquez 
said he believes these perspectives 
will make the course material 
interesting for students.
“Because the content is 
culturally relevant, theoretically 
and practically rich, it gives them 
[students] a sense of  history and 
how certain issues crop up again 
in a slightly different form,” 
Velasquez said. “It acquaints 
them with alternative solutions to 
the challenges we currently face.”
Szeghi said the English portion 
of  the course will cover a range of  
texts addressing Latino coming-
of-age experiences, the position of  
Latin America relative to the rest 
of  the world, and migration. She 
said the philosophical texts will 
complement the English offerings 
with a focus on Latino identity, 
nationalism and experience.
Velasquez said these focuses 
are not common in philosophy. 
Velasquez said exposure to these 
topics will give students a chance 
to understand a diversity of  ethnic 
and racial groups that people may 
have been unknowledgeable about 
in the past. 
Patty Alvarez, assistant dean of  
students and director of  the Office 
of  Multicultural Affairs, said she 
feels courses of  this nature are 
very important for students.
“Courses that include a focus 
on diverse communities provide 
students with 
oppor tunit ies 
to learn 
about some 
of  their own 
experiences as 
well as those of  
other groups,” 
Alvarez said.
She said this 
course and 
related campus 
e x p e r i e n c e s 
will assist 
in preparing 
students to live 
and work in a 
diverse society.
Alvarez said 
k n o w l e d g e 
of  the issues 
facing diverse communities is 
important to everyone, not just 
students, on both a personal 
and professional level. The 
pilot course being offered by 
Szeghi and Velasquez appears to 
“provide a good introduction to 
the experiences and issues facing 
the growing and diverse Latino 
and Latina community,” Alvarez 
said.
Szeghi said she encourages 
students to take advantage of  
this course’s new material and 
teaching style.
 “This is a unique opportunity 
to take a course that is entirely 
team-taught … and deeply 
interdisciplinary,” Szeghi said.
She said both faculty members 
will be present for the entire class 
period throughout the semester.
Interested students may enroll 
in the course for the spring 2012 
semester, which will take place 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 
10:30 to 11:45 a.m., according to 
the Porches website.
SIMON MCCLUNG
Staff Writer
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Although society deems wealth 
to be the measure of  success, some 
individuals model the importance 
of  pursuing one’s own dreams over 
achieving a great salary.
As a freelance film critic, founder 
of  a formal film critic magazine, and 
former professor at the University of  
Dayton, Tony Macklin offers the life 
lessons he learned throughout his 
adventure, rather than boasting in 
his success of  following his dreams.
Macklin said he was the founder 
and editor of  the film critic magazine 
Film Heritage, which circulated from 
1965 to 1978. He said each release of  
Film Heritage included one of  his 
interviews with a successful person 
in the film industry.
Macklin said he then decided to 
take a different route and became a 
literature and film professor at UD. 
He said he remained an English 
professor at UD for 38 years before he 
retired in 2000.
“Freshmen would hate me 
because they didn’t expect me to be 
so hardball,” Macklin said. “Some 
of  them would leave after the first 
day. Some would stay and say they 
wanted to beat me. Some of  those 
who chose to stay told me that I took 
them places they would have never 
gone.”
Of these students, Macklin said 
1992 UD graduate Robert Medl has 
had a great impact on his life and 
career.
“Robert got me on the movie 
reviewer’s site rottentomatoes.com, 
and created a site for my interviews, 
reviews and fiction, which has been a 
great boon for me,” Macklin said.
Medl said he still maintains the 
website he created for Macklin, as 
well as the friendship they developed 
throughout the years.
“Tony is a man of  integrity,” Medl 
said. “As long as I have known him – 
we met over 20 years ago in an intro 
to literature course at UD – I have 
found this to be true. He is steadfast 
in his beliefs, even when those beliefs 
are unpopular.”
Medl said he considers Macklin 
a mentor who taught him to think 
critically and to think for himself.
“As a student, employee, and 
entrepreneur, these [skills] have 
been essential in any successes that 
I’ve had,” Medl said.
Macklin also said he appreciates 
their relationship, and said he is glad 
to hear he has impacted a student’s 
life.
“A teacher is not like a coach,” 
Macklin said. “There’s very little way 
to tell the influence, good or bad, that 
you have. Teaching is a mystery.”
Macklin said when he left UD in 
the summer of  2000, he and his wife 
traveled to Las Vegas and still reside 
there today. He said the year he left 
he was supposed to teach a course 
on J.D. Salinger, author of  “Catcher 
in the Rye.” This course is no longer 
offered at UD, and according to 
Macklin, this is not the only aspect 
of  education that has changed since 
then.
“Education was really changing 
when I left the university,” Macklin 
said. “I doubt whether I could 
survive the day. First of  all, everyone 
would be able to capture on a cell 
phone everything I said in class, and 
I would get fired at least 80 times. I 
would get annoyed when someone 
was watching ESPN when I was 
teaching the truth of  ‘The Great 
Gatsby.’”
Rather than solely educating 
students on literature, Macklin said 
he also constructs creative works of  
his own. He recently wrote a short 
story titled “The Vegan Doughnut 
Shop,” which he described as having 
a “twist.”
“You learn something, but you 
don’t know whether it works,” 
Macklin said about the story. “It fools 
everybody. And I was so pleased that 
the first 10 people that had read it 
didn’t figure it out.”
Macklin said that while it is 
difficult to surprise people in today’s 
world when everyone is clued in, the 
story had the desired effect, even 
though he didn’t expect it to.
He said his interview questions 
tend to have the same effect on 
people.
“People always respond to one of  
my questions with ‘nobody’s ever 
asked me that before,’” he said.
Macklin said he still conducts his 
interviews because it’s what he loves 
to do. He said he does not understand 
why people are interested in how 
much money he makes. 
“I don’t judge myself  by how much 
I’ve made,” Macklin said. “... So, I’m 
able to keep my integrity and the 
things that I love that matter to me.” 
To those students battling with 
the idea of  entering the real world 
soon, Macklin said he encourages 
them strongly to do what they love.
“It doesn’t come to you,” he said.
Macklin said students must have 
drive and try other options when life 
doesn’t go according to plan.
“It’s the doing, not the end,” he 
said. “It’s the experience; it’s the 
human evolution; and the personal 
odyssey that is the important thing. 
The success is almost meaningless.”
HALLE TRAPP
Staff Writer
Former professor, editor, film critic still pursuing creative passions
Tony Macklin, left, a former UD professor, 
freelance film critic and founder of a film 
critic magazine, interviews actor Sidney 
Poitier, right, in 1974 in New York. PHOTO 
CONTRIBUTED BY ROBERT MEDL
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Dept. Course Description
PHL	 103-19	 Introduction	to	Afro-Latina/o	&		 	
	 	 Latin	American	Philosophy
ENG	 103-42	 Reading,	Writing,	&	Researching		 	
	 	 Latina/o	Expierences	
	 	 *Must	sign	up	for	both	courses
A l m o s t 
e v e r y o n e 
has experi-
enced it at 
one point 
or another. 
It’s 11 a.m. 
on a Sat-
urday and 
you’re just 
rolling out 
of  bed, wiping away the crust-
ies from your eyes. You groggily 
walk out of  your room to make 
sure all your roommates are ac-
counted for. Perhaps there is a 
traffic cone sitting in the middle 
of  your family room and no one 
knows how it got there. Or if  
you’re a freshman, there may be 
a couple of  ceiling tiles scattered 
across your floor in Marycrest 
Complex. Nonetheless, after 
you’ve gathered your friends and 
swapped stories from the previ-
ous night, the subject of  food 
arises. 
If  you’re like me, cooking is 
completely out of  the question, 
let alone a safety hazard. And if  
you’re a freshman, the elemen-
tary cafeteria food of  Marycrest 
or Kennedy Union just won’t cut 
it. With these two options elimi-
nated, your decision is basically 
made for you. “Brown Street it 
is,” you all yell in unison.
However, this decision could 
either be the best one you make 
all morning, or one you regret for 
the rest of  the day. As you all pon-
der which restaurant you want to 
grace with your presence, please 
be careful.
Taco Bell is always an option 
high up on everyone’s consider-
ation list, and I can’t argue with 
that. The commercials make the 
food look amazing. The XXL Cha-
lupa looks like it was created by 
God’s own hands. However, after 
you eat at Taco Bell, it’s inevita-
ble that your insides will be do-
ing the Taco Bell Shuffle.
Another restaurant that every-
one seems to consider is Skyline 
Chili. They serve meat flavored 
with cinnamon over noodles 
that even the shadiest restau-
rant would be ashamed to serve. 
Yet people still love it, especially 
those from Cincinnati. But in re-
ality, you can’t really expect good 
taste from a city that had Jerry 
Springer as its mayor at one 
point. Nonetheless, after eating 
at Skyline Chili, you’re lucky if  
you are even able to get out of  the 
restaurant before your stomach 
starts yelling at you for what you 
just consumed. And there are 
plenty more options on Brown 
Street that your body will forever 
hate you for choosing. 
However, there are also some 
options that both you and your 
body can agree on. For example, 
Panera Bread offers a menu that 
is reasonably healthy and doesn’t 
act like a rabid raccoon inside of  
your stomach. Potbelly is also a 
good option with tasty sandwich-
es that are easy on the wallet.
There are a vast number of  
restaurants on Brown Street, and 
many seem like good options. 
But I urge anyone who is debat-
ing a restaurant choice to think 
about more than how food looks. 
Do your body a favor and choose 
something that won’t have you 
aggressively searching for a bot-
tle of  Tums later that day.
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“When you encounter difficulties and contradictions, do not try 
to break them, but bend them with gentleness and time.” 
 
St. Francis de Sales, Bishop of Geneva and Doctor of the Church, 1567-1622 forum
fneditorial
FLYER NEWS CUTS CIRCULATION TOTAL TO PREPARE FOR FUTURE
Word on the street... 
“While I understand where 
they’re coming from, they’re 
going about it the wrong way.”
“My parents worked hard for 
their money and deserve to 
keep it.”
KRISTEN ROSEMEYER
SENIOR
PSYCHOLOGY
“I don’t think they know what 
they are actually protesting 
about.”
JAKE RETTIG
SOPHOMORE
POLITICAL SCIENCE & CRIMINAL 
JUSTICE
What are your thoughts on the Occupy Wall Street movement?
CHRIS SAMMONS
JUNIOR
FINANCE & ECONOMICS
As the University of Dayton’s Environmental Sustainability Week ap-
proaches, students will be reminded of the environmentally conscious 
decisions UD has made over the past few years. From Dining Services to the 
residence halls and more, sustainability has become a near-mantra for this 
increasingly green campus.
Yet, in the newspaper industry, the question of sustainability is often asked 
in the context of both economic and journalistic sustainability in an ever-
changing media landscape. Like other newspapers, Flyer News faces the chal-
lenges of a sagging economy, fewer advertisers and readers who are expecting 
more than just ink on a page.
Flyer News recognizes the need to meet the standards of our readership 
while being mindful of the demands we place on the environment.
According to our circulation manager Travis Schubert, at least 1,800 of the 
5,000 print copies per issue were recycled each distribution run for the first 
eight issues this year. 
After consulting with adviser Larry Lain, Flyer News will reduce its circu-
lation to 4,000 copies per issue starting Dec. 1. We believe this change will al-
low us to reduce production costs and our overall impact on the environment.
While the overall circulation of Flyer News will decrease, we intend to 
expand our presence to buildings we currently do not cover. By making new 
circulation adjustments, we hope to better serve our campus community.
With upcoming plans for a new website, we acknowledge the importance 
of providing our readers with an online product that meets the demands of  
the digital age and complements our print product. We encourage our readers 
to visit www.flyernews.com for PDF files of the print edition and Web-exclu-
sive content, along with visiting our Twitter, Facebook and YouTube pages.
We believe our product is one that enriches the UD experience as a source 
of information and as a forum of discussion. We look forward to sharing it 
with you in a sustainable way.
Reduce:
flyernews.com 
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Somehow through the wonders 
of Twitter and Facebook, I find my-
self drawn into the conversation – or 
lack thereof, depending on one’s per-
spective – regarding the University 
of Dayton’s denial of the Society of  
Freethinkers as an official student 
organization.
Particularly, I would like to re-
spond to professor Michael Barnes’ 
comments from the Oct. 13 letter to 
the editor.
Barnes rightly stated that uni-
versities should be open to the ex-
change of ideas and arguments. He 
suggested further that the university 
demonstrates this openness by re-
specting diversity in gender, sexual 
orientation, religion, race, and plac-
es of origin. He then criticized UD, 
suggesting that the decision to deny 
SOFT is a version of what he called 
“closed defensiveness.”
The fact that conversation on this 
matter continues in the UD student 
paper – and I assume on campus 
among students, faculty and staff  
– already begins to expose some of  
the weakness of Barnes’ position. 
UD has not become Nazi Germany 
and has not declared anything infal-
libly to close discussion on the mat-
ter. Further, Barnes neglects men-
tioning that Catholic institutions of  
higher learning are not just about 
the exchange of ideas, but also about 
the work of forming human con-
science and character in the Catholic 
tradition. Catholic institutions have 
a mission of helping people appro-
priate an identity that reflects Gospel 
perspectives, behaviors and values. 
This is why a Catholic university is 
different from one sponsored by the 
state or another institution.
Pope Paul VI presided over the 
majority of the meetings of the Sec-
ond Vatican Council from 1962 to 
1965, which recovered and affirmed 
an open engagement with the world’s 
religions and with modern society in 
general. He stated in 1975 that “the 
presentation of the Gospel message 
is not an optional contribution for 
the Church.” UD is both a university 
and a Catholic institution. It is re-
quired by its own Catholic character 
to bear witness to the Gospel and re-
fute things that would stand in direct 
contrast to the Gospel and to Church 
tradition. To sponsor groups that re-
fute the existence of God and solely 
focus on human accomplishments 
both defeats the Gospel and the vi-
sion that informs UD’s institutional 
diversity plan.
That plan states the following: “In 
addition to a secular notion of inclu-
sivity and egalitarianism, the Catho-
lic Marianist tradition urges all to 
seek and discover God’s embodied 
presence (incarnate) in different 
cultures and peoples, and through 
different modes of inquiry, support-
ing equality and justice, and practic-
ing discipleship through different 
ways of service, especially to those 
in need, oppressed, and disenfran-
chised communities.” 
It is not part of Catholic tradition 
to sit around and speak about hu-
man accomplishments without the 
inclusion of and movement toward 
the God who fuels those accomplish-
ments. It is part of Catholic tradition 
to respect the elements of truth that 
exist in other religions, to respect 
and honor the human person, and to 
engage the arts and sciences as part-
ners with faith in understanding the 
world. Free thinking for the Catholic 
individual, and institution in which 
an individual person is enrolled, is 
not free from engagement with ques-
tions surrounding the Divine.
As the weeks roll on, the Oc-
cupy Wall Street movement con-
tinues to occupy financial areas, 
parks and public spaces in cities 
scattered across the United States. 
Ironically, the movement’s goals 
seem to be just as scattered across 
the political spectrum. Stated on 
the protesters’ website and signs 
is a general discontent with Wall 
Street’s hand in the 2008 finan-
cial crisis, but other protesters 
are professing different agendas. 
     Occupy Wall Street is proving to 
be anything but the revolutionary 
protest movement it is selling itself  
as. Instead, it has simply become 
a gathering of  dissatisfied people 
with little momentum or cohesion. 
Without direction, the movement is 
likely to stay in this current stage 
of  protest infancy, where the only 
bonds holding occupiers together is 
their mutual anger. Anger can only 
last for so long before it dulls, and 
without concrete demands, so will 
Occupy Wall Street.
Occupy Wall Street’s flexible 
boundaries might have been useful 
for attracting support, but recon-
ciling the protestors’ vaguely pro-
fessed goals with the myriad ones 
being expressed across the country 
will prove difficult. So many differ-
ent inputs would ensure that future 
demands are vague, ensnaring the 
protests in their current stage of  
much anger and no aim. The move-
ment needs to act soon if  it hopes to 
stay relevant. After all, the eventual 
goal should be to move desired leg-
islation through Washington, D.C. 
A vast number of  indistinct goals 
does not provide an end for sympa-
thetic politicians to work toward.
Right now, the Occupy Wall 
Street protests may be taking up 
space in many of  America’s cities, 
but their objectives remain form-
less. Unless they solidify their de-
mands, the protestors are likely to 
remain a sideshow in American 
news until their shared anger final-
ly fades and Wall Street is vacated.
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Study abroad trips pose possible danger
 letters to the editor
Upon graduating from high 
school, an incoming freshman 
will often desire to travel and 
experience the learning process 
within other cultures firsthand 
rather than taking a course in 
his or her local area. Many first- 
and second-year students will 
argue, “What better way to see 
the world than to take part in in-
ternational studies?” Although 
studying abroad is an effective 
tool for learning and a good ex-
perience for young undergradu-
ates, it can also be very risky and 
unsafe.
For example, at the age of  18, 
freshman Amanda Knox had 
planned to receive her education 
from the University of  Washing-
ton in Perugia, Italy, but man-
aged to receive more than just 
a cultural experience. She was 
accused, prosecuted and then 
convicted to 26 years of  Italian 
imprisonment for allegedly kill-
ing one of  her roommates, Mere-
dith Kercher, in 2007, as assisted 
by her boyfriend Raffaele Sol-
lecito and a friend Rudy Guede. 
All three were found guilty of  
murdering Kercher while being 
high on drugs after she refused 
to have an orgy. 
Knox went through the pro-
cess of  being held in contempt 
by the courts, criticized by me-
dia and questioned for over a 14-
hour period by police. Addition-
ally, she had to go through the 
Italian judicial system without 
any American help regardless 
of  the fact that she was a U.S. 
citizen. Although to this day 
she claims to be innocent of  the 
crime, she lost four years of  her 
social life and education that she 
will never be able to make up. 
Knox and Sollecito were released 
Oct. 5 after serving four years in 
prison, and returned to Ameri-
ca after successfully appealing 
against the murder. Guede is 
still going through the process 
of  his last appeal.
Why is this important, you 
may ask? Students at the Uni-
versity of  Dayton favor interna-
tional studying at a very high 
rate. As a tight-knit Marianist 
community, we should be con-
cerned about the welfare of  our 
students as they set out into 
different countries for more in-
depth education. Participants in 
international schooling should 
be aware that not all countries 
have the same laws and regu-
lations as our beloved United 
States of  America. Drugs, pros-
titution and even murder cases 
are handled differently due to 
the wide gap in culture. For ex-
ample, drugs might have been 
more accepted in Italy for people 
18 or older, because it was not 
even included in Knox, Sollecito 
and Guede’s sentence. Easier ac-
cess to such harmful products 
can get many students in a vari-
ety of  mental, physical and law-
ful trouble.
I don’t believe that students 
shouldn’t seize the opportunity 
to study abroad – it is the best 
college experience a student 
could ever receive. But I do be-
lieve that students, especially 
first- and second-years, should 
proceed with caution. Study and 
have fun, but still keep yourself  
and your roommates safe, wheth-
er they are from your school 
or not. I know there are many 
temptations because you are not 
on a rule-based campus and laws 
might be more relaxed, however, 
safety should be the primary 
concern of  students when de-
ciding where they want to study 
internationally. Do not go to a 
foreign country thinking you 
can get away with whatever you 
want. Respect your roommates 
and the community around you 
so that you can be surrounded 
by a safe environment. For those 
who take the proper precautions, 
the experience will be much 
more successful.
FR. SHAUN LOWERY
TOLEDO, OH
OBLATES OF ST. FRANCIS DE SALES
Occupy Wall Street movement needs organization, direction
Club denial essential
EMILY JIRLES
JUNIOR
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
EBONY MUNDAY 
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T h e 
World Se-
ries is set.
The Tex-
as Rangers 
played the 
St. Louis 
C a r d i n a l s 
Wednesday, 
Oct. 19, in 
St. Louis. 
The Cardinals won the first game, 
3-2. 
This is the 107th playing of  
the Fall Classic and it appears 
no one really cares. More amaz-
ing is the infinitesimal amount of  
talk about the two amazing league 
championship series that were 
just played less than a week ago. 
How many times in your life-
time, your father’s lifetime or 
even your grandfather’s lifetime 
have you heard of  a postseason 
walk-off  grand slam? 
Once. It happened Oct. 10 in 
Game 2 of  the American League 
championship series when Rang-
ers outfielder Nelson Cruz lifted 
a deep fly ball into the stands 
down the left field line in the 11th 
inning to beat the Detroit Tigers 
7-3. There had never been a walk-
off  grand slam before in the his-
tory of  the Major League Baseball 
postseason.
Cruz has in fact been creating 
magic moments by himself. His 
six home runs in the ALCS is a 
new record for any player in any 
postseason series. The previous 
record of  five was held by four 
players, including Ken Griffey Jr. 
with the Seattle Mariners in the 
1995 American League Division 
Series and Reggie Jackson in the 
1977 World Series with the New 
York Yankees.
The Cardinals offense was per-
forming in the NLCS like experts 
had believed, only it wasn’t first 
baseman Albert Pujols who led 
the team – Pujols still hit .478 with 
two home runs and nine RBIs. 
Third baseman David Freese 
stepped up and became an Octo-
ber legend. Freese hit .545 with 
three home runs and nine RBIs in-
cluding a pivotal three-run home 
run in Game 6.
I mean, these series provided 
some of  the more irregular hap-
penings to occur on a baseball dia-
mond. How many times have you 
seen a big leaguer take two bases 
on a wild pitch? 
I hadn’t until Milwaukee Brew-
ers center fielder Carlos Gomez 
did it in the bottom of  the fifth 
inning against St. Louis in Game 
6 of  the NLCS on Sunday, Oct. 16.
Cardinals relief  pitcher Marc 
Rzepczynski threw a low fastball 
to Milwaukee left fielder Ryan 
Braun. The pitch bounced five 
feet in front of  home plate and 
went through the legs of  one of  
baseball’s best catchers, St. Louis’ 
Yadier Molina, on a surprising 
hop. 
Gomez left first base sprinting 
toward second, and never stopped 
when he saw the ball continue to 
roll along the backstop on the first 
base side. Gomez ended up scoring 
from third when Braun grounded 
out to first base five pitches later, 
but the Brewers still lost the game 
12-6, and the series.
Both the ALCS and the NLCS 
provided a multitude of  fantastic 
baseball moments that apparently 
went unseen. According to an on-
line article by Sports Illustrated 
writer Tom Verducci, TV ratings 
for Game 1 of  the ALCS on Fox 
were down 25 percent from Game 
1 of  last year’s NLCS between 
the San Francisco Giants and the 
Philadelphia Phillies on the same 
network. And the ratings for this 
year’s first game of  the ALCS 
were down 43 percent from Game 
1 of  last year’s ALCS between the 
Rangers and the New York Yan-
kees on TBS. 
That’s just simple math. Any 
series with the Yankees, Boston 
Red Sox, Chicago Cubs or Phil-
lies will draw ratings. Those clubs 
have more bandwagon fans than 
any other organization. So for 
the MLB to have three of  the four 
teams in the World Series from 
the Midwest isn’t ideal for ratings.
But, that hasn’t stopped those 
teams for playing in memorable 
series. I only hope the World Se-
ries will match the excitement of  
the ALCS and the NLCS.
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The University of  Dayton 
women’s soccer team is 12-3-0 and 
ranked No. 21 nationally, but this 
season’s success is nothing new to 
junior forward Shannon Donoher. 
That is because her grandfather is 
Don Donoher, the winningest men’s 
basketball coach in UD history.
Shannon Donoher said that she 
has always been close to her famous 
grandfather, and that his achieve-
ments have provided her with inspi-
ration for her own soccer career.
“His whole living room is like a 
museum of  basketball,” Donoher 
said of  her grandfather. “There’s 
pictures of  every major player to 
come through Dayton and all of  his 
team, Olympic medals and rings 
and stuff. It kind of  motivated me.”
UD women’s soccer head coach 
Mike Tucker said Shannon Donoher 
is a hard worker, a good team player 
and doesn’t need to rely on her last 
name to succeed.
“Shannon’s kind of  that player 
that coaches appreciate greatly,” 
Tucker said. “Shannon’s earned the 
right to stand on her own in terms 
of  her work ethic and just caring 
about the team.” 
Shannon Donoher said she has 
played soccer her whole life. Prior 
to coming to UD, she led Bishop 
Fenwick High School in Frank-
lin, Ohio, to the 2008 Ohio High 
School Athletic Association Divi-
sion II state championship, and was 
named Second Team All-State and 
team co-MVP.
She has played in nine games so 
far in her career taking two shots 
with one being on goal.
Even though she has not seen the 
field that much, Tucker said she still 
trains hard and never complains. 
He also said that come playoff  time, 
she has a chance to expand her role 
on the team.
“She’s somebody that probably, 
at the end of  the year when we get 
into the A-10 tournament and hope-
fully NCAA [tournament], her role 
expands greatly because she’s such 
a good penalty shot taker,” Tucker 
said. “You roster her and if  we get to 
that point, she could become a key 
player.”
Shannon Donoher said that she 
also played basketball growing up, 
and that her grandfather helped her 
out in both sports.
“He’s always been supportive of  
everything I’ve done and he’s al-
ways at my games, rain or shine,” 
she said.
She said that sports play a big 
role in her family. Her brother is a 
team manager on the men’s basket-
ball team for Ohio University, and 
her uncle also played basketball 
for the Flyers. Meanwhile, she is a 
sports management major.
She said she spent a lot of  time 
around UD growing up, but still 
did not really consider going to 
 school here.
“Growing up, I never really 
thought of  coming to UD because 
it’s kind of  my backyard, I kind of  
wanted to get away,” she said. “My 
dad went here for awhile, my mom 
went here and my other grandpa is 
still a professor here. My parents 
even got engaged in front of  the 
UD Arena.”
Tucker said he believes in the 
importance of  Shannon Donoher at-
tending UD.
“If  your name is Donoher around 
here, you sure don’t want her going 
somewhere else,” he said.
MICHAEL ROCHE
Staff Writer  
Left: Don Donoher gives a press conference as head coach of the UD men’s basketball 
team in this March 19, 1989 file photo. MIKE MELANSON/FLYER NEWS FILE PHOTO. 
Right: Shannon Donoher poses, Monday, Oct. 17, at Baujan Field. She is Don Donoher’s 
granddaughter. ETHAN KLOSTERMAN/MANAGING EDITOR
Editor wonders why exciting postseason baseball lacks viewers 
CHRIS  
MOORMAN
Sports Editor
Legendary Dayton basketball name breaks into soccer pitch
ATTENTION UD STUDENTS!
It’s	not	too	late	to	join	Flyer	News.
We’re	still	welcoming	writers,	photographers,	 
videographers	and	more	for	the	school	year.
All	majors	are	welcome	to	join!
Email: editor@flyernews.com
Website: flyernews.com 
Office: Kennedy Union, suite 232
A short week of preparation did 
not stop the University of Dayton vol-
leyball team from picking up its 11th 
victory in a row against Wright State 
University Tuesday, Oct. 18, at the Fre-
ricks Center.
The Flyers, 15-5 overall and 7-0 in 
the Atlantic 10 Conference, defeated 
the Raiders in straight sets 25-13, 25-13, 
and 25-12.
“We came out and competed, and 
that’s how you approach games like 
this,” senior outside hitter Yvonne 
Marten said.
On the night, the Flyers had a .451 
attack percentage, while holding the 
Raiders to just .095.
Dayton head coach Kelly Shef-
field said that while he thought the 
team’s passing could have been 
better, he was happy with how the 
Flyers played in the other areas of  
the game.
“Offensively, we were pretty good, 
and serving, we were pretty good,” 
Sheffield said. “In those areas, we 
hit for a pretty high percentage and 
we put a lot of pressure on with 
our serve. I thought we came ready 
to play.”
Junior setter Samantha Selsky had 
the lone double-double of the match 
with 31 assists and 10 digs.
“[Selsky] got everybody involved,” 
Sheffield said. “We were pretty bal-
anced and Sammy did a great job 
distributing.” 
Redshirt junior outside hitter 
Rachel Krabacher and sophomore 
middle blocker and right-side hitter 
Megan Campbell led the team with 11 
kills each.
Junior libero Paige Vargas finished 
with 15 digs. She said the overall team 
effort against the Raiders was fun 
and showed the trust the UD players 
have with each other in parts of their 
games. 
“When we can throw anyone in and 
have the same chemistry and drive 
and have those numbers, that’s huge,” 
Vargas said.
The Flyers jumped out to early 
leads in each of the three sets, which 
Vargas said contributed to the team’s 
energetic performance. 
“We didn’t start out slow,” Vargas 
said. “We just kept attacking on them 
basically and had our momentum go-
ing.”
The match against the Raiders was 
the only one to be played during the 
middle of a week this season. Dayton 
last played Friday, Oct. 14, against 
Xavier University. Sheffield said there 
was a little bit less preparation with-
out a whole week to work with, but the 
team prepared the same as it would for 
any other match.
Marten said the short week did feel 
different, but the team knew what to 
do to win.
“Our best volleyball means com-
ing out and competing from the very 
start,” she said. “That’s kind of what 
we needed to do and that’s what 
we did.”
The Flyers next return to Atlantic 
10 competition against the University 
of Rhode Island at 6 p.m. Friday, Oct. 
21, in Kingston, R.I.
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Redshirt junior outside hitter Rachel Krabacher spikes the ball against Wright State Uni-
versity, Tuesday, Oct. 18, in the Frericks Center. MICKEY SHUEY/LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER
After suffering from its second con-
ference loss last weekend, the Univer-
sity of Dayton women’s soccer team is 
looking forward to closing its season at 
Baujan Field. 
Following a 1-0 loss to the Univer-
sity of Richmond on Sunday, Oct. 16, 
the No. 21 ranked Flyers now have a 
13-3 record on the season. The team 
also has a 3-2 record in the Atlantic 10 
Conference.
After starting the year with big 
wins over Ohio State University, the 
University of Kentucky and more, the 
team said it is now battling a mid-sea-
son slump. 
“We had such a hard non-confer-
ence schedule, and with the big wins 
we had, we kind of dropped off a little 
after that,” senior defender Kathleen 
Beljan said. “We kind of took advan-
tage of not having as tough of a con-
ference, and we’re not playing our best 
soccer.”
The Flyers’ first A-10 loss of the 
season was 2-1 to La Salle University 
on Oct. 7.  Dayton then defeated Xavier 
University, Fordham University and 
George Washington University, but 
Sunday’s loss dropped the team to a tie 
for fourth place in the conference. 
Junior forward Colleen Williams 
said the rest of the season is crucial 
with only four games remaining, all 
at home.
“Most teams go through a rough 
patch at some point throughout the 
season, and I think we’ve had our 
slump,” she said. “I think now is the 
point of the season where we know we 
need to turn it around. We are fortu-
nate to have had our slump when we 
did.” 
Williams said it would be helpful 
to win the remaining games in order 
to get a possible high spot in the A-10 
tournament. The event will be held 
this season at Baujan Field, beginning 
Nov. 3.
“Right now we are hoping to win 
out [the season],” Williams said. “We 
have to focus one game at a time, and 
would love to win the A-10 tourna-
ment and go even farther in the NCAA 
[tournament] than last year. It is going 
to be a fun and exciting next couple of  
weeks.”
Beljan said making it to the confer-
ence tournament and winning it for 
the second year in a row would be the 
perfect way to go out as a senior, espe-
cially at home. Head coach Mike Tuck-
er said he is confident in his team’s 
ability to win the A-10 tournament, 
and earn a spot in the NCAA tourna-
ment.
“Our goal is to always be playing 
in the NCAA tournament,” he said. 
“We’ve already proven we can play at 
a really high level. I do feel like we’ve 
got some big wins left in us, but first 
and foremost, we need to earn our way 
into the A-10 tournament.” 
UD plays two games this weekend, 
beginning with a match against Saint 
Joseph’s University at 7:30 p.m. Friday, 
Oct. 21. The Flyers then play Temple 
University at 1 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 23.
Tucker said he is happy to be finish-
ing the season at home.
“We’re not a really good team on 
turf, we are a lot better on grass, like 
Baujan,” Tucker said. “We are really 
hoping to get the stands packed with 
fans these next few weeks to come out 
and support our team.” 
Beljan said she agreed and that 
large crowds would help hopefully 
boost the team to the A-10 tournament.
“Whenever we play in front of a big 
crowd it gets us excited,” Beljan said. 
“We play better soccer when there is a 
big crowd cheering for us.” 
ERIN CANNON
Staff Writer
Flyers return home for first time in three weeks
Women’s Soccer
STEVEN WRIGHT
Asst. Sports Editor
Volleyball
Dayton strikes again in straight setsA-10
CONFERENCE 
STANDINGS
VOLLEYBALL
Dayton  15-5, 7-0
St. Louis  10-8, 6-2
Xavier  13-7, 5-2
Duquesne  15-7, 5-3
G. Washington 15-6, 4-3
Rhode Island  11-10, 3-4
Temple  6-14, 2-5
Fordham  5-17, 2-5
Charlotte  7-12, 1-6
La Salle  5-19, 1-6
 
WOMEN’S SOCCER
La Salle  13-0-1, 5-0-0
Richmond  10-4-3, 4-1-1
Massachusetts  9-3-2, 3-1-1
Fordham  8-6-2, 3-2-1
Dayton  12-3-0, 3-2-0
St. Bonaventure  7-5-3, 2-1-2
G. Washington  5-9-2, 2-2-2
Charlotte 5-7-4, 2-2-1
St. Louis  4-7-3, 2-2-1
Duquesne  3-10-1, 2-3-0
St. Joseph’s 6-5-4, 1-2-2
Temple  4-10-0, 1-4-0
Xavier  5-7-2, 0-4-1
Rhode Island  5-8-1, 0-4-0
 
MEN’S SOCCER
Charlotte  10-2-1, 3-0-1
Fordham  7-5-1, 3-1-0 
La Salle  4-6-3, 2-0-2
Xavier 8-2-2, 2-1-1
Massachusetts  4-9-1, 2-1-1
Temple  6-6-0, 2-1-0
G. Washington  4-6-2, 2-2-0
St. Louis 4-7-1, 2-2-0
Dayton  3-11-0, 2-2-0
Rhode Island  4-8-1, 1-2-1
Richmond 2-10-1, 1-3-0
St. Bonaventure  4-7-2, 0-2-1
Duquesne 3-7-2, 0-2-1
St. Joseph’s  1-10-0, 0-3-0
Coming off  a 28-0 shutout win 
against Davidson College last Sat-
urday, Oct. 15, the University of  
Dayton Flyers football team will 
next look to stop a top-ranked of-
fense.
The Flyers, 4-3 and 2-2 in the 
Pioneer Football League, travel 
to face Morehead State University 
at 1 p.m. Saturday, October 22, in 
Morehead, Ky. 
According to Dayton head 
coach Rick Chamberlin, the Fly-
ers aren’t expecting to hold the 
Eagles to zero points Saturday.
“They are great at controlling 
the ball,” he said. “They ran 104 
plays last week against Jackson-
ville [University].  They know how 
to score points and we’re going 
to have to outscore them to beat 
them.”
Although Morehead State is 2-5 
on the season and 1-3 in the PFL, 
Chamberlin said the Eagles’ re-
cord is deceiving.
“It might sound cliché, but 
[Morehead State] is one of  the 
best 2-5 teams in the country right 
now,” Chamberlin said. “They 
only lost to San Diego [University, 
current PFL leader,] by four, and 
have had many other close games. 
We got to have the mentality that 
no lead is safe.” 
Senior cornerback Matt 
Pfleger, who is second on the team 
with two interceptions, said the 
Flyers are preparing just like any 
other week.
“They [Morehead State] may be 
2-5, but their record doesn’t indi-
cate how good their offense is,” he 
said. “They are one of  the best in 
the Football Championship Subdi-
vision. It is going to be a challenge 
to stop them.” 
According to Chamberlin, the 
key to the game is shutting down 
the Eagles’ passing game. Led by 
junior quarterback Zach Lewis, 
who currently is fourth in the FCS 
with 2,156 passing yards and ninth 
with 15 touchdowns, the Eagles’ 
have the highest-scoring offense 
in the PFL at 37.0 points a game.
Chamberlin said Lewis is going 
to be hard to stop, but the plan is 
to use multiple blitz packages to 
apply defensive pressure. He also 
said the Flyers plan on mixing its 
secondary coverage so the defen-
sive backs can make plays.
Pfleger said it’s going to be a 
challenge shutting down such 
a proficient passer and the cur-
rent injuries to the UD secondary 
won’t help. Redshirt senior safety 
Steve Wirkus did not play in last 
Saturday’s game against David-
son College with an ankle injury. 
Senior safety Chase Walton also 
injured his shoulder in the David-
son game.
“He [Lewis] is a very accurate 
passer so it’s going to be tough to 
completely shut him down, but we 
will try our best to contain him,” 
Pfleger said. “We just have to 
make our reads and tackle well.”
Chamberlin said Dayton is also 
keeping an eye on Morehead State 
junior receiver Donte Sawyer, 
who leads the team in receiving 
yards and touchdowns.
“He has great speed and hands, 
and with Lewis passing the ball, 
that is a dangerous 1-2 punch,” 
Chamberlin said.
According to Pfleger, Morehead 
State runs a no-huddle offense 
that aims to confuse the defense 
and keep it off  balance by snap-
ping the ball before the players 
are ready.
“Sometimes they even snap the 
ball before the chains are set,” 
Pfleger said. “We just need to 
keep our composure and run the 
schemes our coaches give us.” 
Overall though, Chamberlin 
said he is confident his team can 
get a win this weekend.
“We need to continue with the 
momentum of  last week’s win 
and just play consistent football, 
and it should be a successful road 
trip,” he said.
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UD looks for defense to ground high-flying Eagles
CHECK OUT THE WEB-EXCLUSIVE FLYER NEWS OVERTIME BLOG FOR A RED-BLUE GAME PHOTO GALLERY 
AND CHECK OUT OUR NEXT ISSUE FOR THE ANNUAL MEN’S BASKETBALL PREVIEW ISSUE.
Football
Senior defensive end Devon Langhorst hits Davidson College quarterback Jonathan Carkhuff as he attempts to throw a pass, Saturday, Oct. 15, at Welcome Stadium. The Flyers recorded nine sacks in the 28-0 win against the Wildcats, 
and Dayton will next play Morehead State University Saturday, Oct. 22, in Morehead, Ky. MICKEY SHUEY/LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER
DANIEL WHITAKER
Staff Writer  
